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Top positive reviewAll positive reviews › Dixie Reader5.0 of 5 starsFAB FAB FABReviewed in the United States on October 7, 2018I am using Clinique forever, and most people think I'm 20 years younger... of course I've also never smoked and the sun gives me a headache... but still. I felt my skin getting a bit dull. That's why I use it.
Wowie-ZOWIE!!! It is as smooth and soft as the baby's bottom. It will be a weekly beauty habit for this lady. It is an effective mask/scrub, the particles are concentrated and were very drawing. I couldn't leave this one for too long and less is more. I feel with clay masks, not so much ... I like it, but don't love it. It is sunscreen with both
physical and chemical blockers (Zinc 9.6%, Titanium dioxide, octoxate, octisolinate), which are also antioxidants. It feels a bit heavy at... I think my beloved Juicy Dark Angels are going to be quickly replaced by the new Clinique City Block clean-up Charcoal Clay Mask + Scrub ($28). This dual-formula mask and facial exfoliator is one of
two new charcoal skin care offerings that Clinique launched earlier this summer. I was particularly excited about the City Block Cleansing Charcoal Clay Mask + Scrub because I'm a favorite charcoal scrub and skincare general, such as MAC Volcanic Ash and Freeman Charcoal &amp; Black Sugar Face Polishing Mask. It actually works
like a 5 minute ask to draw oil, dirt and gunk out of your pork and later it turns into a peeling scrub as you wash it off. Nifty right? Here's my thoughts on it! Clinique City Block cleansing charcoal clay mask + Scrub is a thick creamy clay-like mask that can be applied to the skin and washed in five minutes (or after it turns a light shade blue
from a bluish gray tone that is when squeezed out of the tube). I usually apply it and rest around with it for 5 to 10 minutes until it dries. As it determines it gets a little tighter and looks and feels like a clay mask. It bothers me because I have drier skin and I was worried it would overkill on duller/drier skin. Ok, so I wouldn't say I have
clogged pores or visible pores so I can't talk about how well it pulled the gunk out of my pores. I will say that this fabulous job of brightening my face and leveling it out (Sorry! There are no free photos of me sporting a face full of blue goo, but you can always follow me on Instagram as I've been known to do mask selfies and lots of pictures
of food because I like to take pictures of my food!). After it is fixed, I wash it off with lukewarm water. Rinsed a second time, the mask breaks down and grains gently peeling the skin. It was pretty easy to rinse off and the grains give my skin a good scrub to wipe away dry and dead skin cells. As I patted my face dry I waited for that dry,
tight feeling Guess what? It never happened! My face felt smoother, but I didn't have with tightness! Added to the bonus, my moisturizer absorbed so much easier and my flaky cheeks and forehead were smooth plus my face was brighter! I've been using it for two weeks in the last month and a half and I can honestly say that I'll be
redeeming it in the future. I'm a big fan of Lush's Dark Angels but I have to admit it can be pretty harsh at times. Clinique formula is much milder and just as effective! Plus sensitive users will enjoy it's zero flavor. All, Clinique City Block cleansing charcoal Clay Mask + Scrub gets a big yay from you truly. It's a keeper and I see it becoming a
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